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COLLARD BRIDGE REOPENS
NDCC and their contractors South West Highways have
completed the construction of a new concrete bridge over the
river Yeo to replace the original stone build bridge washed away
in December 2012. The works involved new abutments and
we have sold a small triangle of land to NDCC to enable the
abutment on our side to be built. Throughout the construction
period we leased out our field at Collard Bridge to SWH for
the contractor’s compound. The site has now been cleared
and we have a new gate and hardstanding as a small bonus.
S W Highways site staff have advised us that the bridge has
been load tested to 56 tonnes and considering that you can’t
actually get an articulated lorry down the lane that should be
more than ample.

p Collard (road) Bridge as seen after rebuilding from the
upstream side.
t The new strong bridge deck looking across toward the Scout
Camp, who no doubt will be particularly welcoming of the road’s
reopening.
q The view from our field on the downstream side.

We now have 190 shareholders and a share capital of well over
a quarter of a million pounds. New shareholders are always
welcome and please remember to make some provision in your
will (everyone should have one!) for what you wish should happen
to your shares. At the moment we still have 2,500 unallocated
shares from sadly departed shareholders.

NEXT MEETING - SAT 9TH MAY
Welcome to the latest edition of Trackbed trails. Our next
meeting for shareholders will be held on Saturday 9th May at
Goodleigh Village Hall commencing at 10 am. (Sat Nav EX32
7NN will take you to Longland Close which is just past the
village hall).There will be free prize draw open to all attendees
with a lot of relevant prizes. As usual lunch will be provided,
please let us know if you will be attending and if you require

a vegetarian option so that we can advise the caterers. As
always partners and interested guests are welcome.
There will be one of our usual trackbed walks after the
meeting which will incorporate some usually inaccessible
sections. This is the same date as the L&B Trust’s Spring
Vintage Weekend & AGM so take full advantage and why not
make it a full day of L&B related events.

A BIT OF HISTORY
For the benefit of recent shareholders, we now own seven
separate sections of the former L&B trackbed.
The first of these to be purchased in Spring 2002 was at
Collard Bridge between Collard road bridge (Bridge No 18)
and Collard river bridge (17) and included a spare field on the
other side of the road as part of the same auction lot. Later
that year the section between northwards from bridge 19
northwards was obtained by swapping it for the spare field.
The next activity was in the summer of 2005 when we
purchased the trackbed across Bridwick Farm from bridge
55 at Wistlandpound to just beyond bridge 53 (the tallest
occupation bridge on the line) just to the south of Blackmoor
Gate station.
In February 2009 we acquired the trackbed at High Bodley
Farm running from Killington Lane to Parracombe Lane (63-65)
and in the autumn of the same year the section northwards
from Raleigh Weir adjacent to the river Yeo.

Snapper Halt and the associated trackbed was purchased in
the autumn of 2010 and the following spring we added the
adjacent section up to Blackwell Bridge (16).
We have recently sold the lower Snapper field (between the
trackbed and the river) and are negotiating for further trackbed
in that area. Hopefully we will be able to give more details of
this at our forthcoming meeting where maps will be available
showing all these sections, and we will be able to bring the
story up to date!

p Collard Bridge in 2003, undergoing repairs and conservation
following acquisition. The wall across the front had just been
demolished.
q Trackbed at Raleigh Weir on the outskirts of Barnstaple.
t Bridge 53 near Blackmoor Gate, on part of a long stretch of
formation on a high embankment.

GET YOUR HANDS DIRTY (IF YOU
WANT TO)
There will be a working party on the morning of Sunday 10th
May at Snapper. Willing helpers and volunteers welcome. For
details of this and other working parties contact Rob Sadd
on 01271 593439.

CONTACT DETAILS
Reminder - the company’s registered address and the contact details for the company secretary changed last year.
Tony Brown (secretary) 01822 481572 of email enquiries@exmoor-associates.co.uk
Mike Buse 01206 734030, Mike Selby 01737 358120, Nik Barrie 01227 477038.
Registered Address: Exmoor Associates Ltd., Edgemoor, Moorland Close, Yelverton PL20 6DD.

